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What’s been happening this week
FS 1— This week have been leaning about a patchwork elephant called Elmer and about colours as
they’ve made models of Elmer. They hope that you can come and see them on parade in Nursery.
FS2— They are currently finding out about ‘Bog Baby’ and the magic pond that he comes from. Is he a
dinosaur? Is he a monster? They cannot wait to find out. They had a visit from John Greaves from
Maltby library, he shared stories about dinosaurs and monsters. He also brought a fire breathing friend!
They have enjoyed investigating and eating lots of yummy pasta. They explored natural ways of colouring them! The blue pasta was their favourite, with green pasta coming a close second.
ML—Started working on the text 'Funny Bones' as part of the Light and Dark topic. They have looked
at the earth in space, identifying, naming and ordering the planets. They have watched videos of astronauts in space and how they move around the space ship, clean their teeth and sleep standing up!
JC & JW— They have completed some fantastic work around their book ’The Dark,’ They used painting and pencil skills to help illustrate their writing.
CE— The ‘Iron Man’ has gripped class 3CE - their work and generating ideas and asking questions has
been wonderful. They have shown great imagination and some superb descriptive an emotive language.
Column addition has ‘added up’ to be a great indicator of children’s efforts and perseverance. In their
topic ‘Ancient Egypt’ saw them begin their journey of exploration into the past, looking at maps and
atlases, thinking about life many years ago.
GS— Our 'Creative Week' in 3GS has been a roaring success. The children have worked incredibly
hard in achieving their aim of bringing the story of Ted Hughes' 'The Iron Man' to life. Through creative
writing, drama, art and sculptures the class have produced some brilliant pieces of work, all of which
are proudly on display in the classroom and on the landing area. We would like to say a special thank
you to parents and Mrs Cole our caretaker for contributing items to help us make our clay and foil
sculptures, it is very much appreciated.
EW— Year 4 have been working incredibly hard on our Power of Reading text Noah Barleywater Runs
Away. We have built up work to put Noah on trial for stealing apples. Everybody had a role to play and
used what they have read and found out. I feel that we might have some very budding solicitors and
barristers in Year 4. Ask your child what the outcome of the trial was!
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Other News
INTER-HOUSE HOCKEY
The Inter-house hockey tournament took place yesterday. Team captains picked their own
teams and it was great to see the sensible and mature manner in which they did so.
Thank you to Friends of Brookfield for sponsoring the shield and medals.

Congratulations and well done to the victorious Red team.

AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
These have proved to be very popular. We are proud of the range of activities which we offer.

ACADEMIC AHIEVEMENT
A HUGE WELL DONE to Kayleigh Treloar for being our first Bronze award recipient. She has
been working very hard in lessons to earn ‘smiley faces’.

E-SAFEGUARDING
There is guidance for Parents and Guardians about being safe online on our website under the
‘parents’ tab. We hope that you have time look and find it useful.
INSET REMINDER
Friday 5th February 2016 our school will be closed due to staff training.
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